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In this article, we study the divisor class group of normal affine surfaces 
F c Ai defined by equations of the form Zp” = G(X, Y), where the ground 
field k is assumed to be algebraically closed of characteristic p > 0. 
Surfaces of this type for the case n = 1 are briefly considered by 0. Zariski 
in his paper on Castelnuovo’s criterion of rationality [ZA, p. 3 141) and 
investigations of their geometry have been made by Blass ([Bl I), who 
introduced me to this project. Samuel in his 1964 Tata notes ([S 11) describes 
the class group of several of these surfaces, such as Zp = XY and 
Zp = Xi + Yj. Results from Samuel’s notes form the foundation of this work 
and a brief discussion of these appears in Section 1. 
Fact concerning the order and type of the class group of F for the case 
n = 1 are proved in Section 2, together with “Ganong’s Formula” (2.6) 
which plays a vital role throughout his study. 
In Section 3 we compute the class group of several examples. Perhaps the 
most interesting of these is the calculation of the class group of the surface 
Zp = XPt ’ + Yp+i + 4(X’ - Y’), where p is assumed to be greater than 2. 
This surface is introduced by Zariski in the above-mentioned article. The 
section ends with a discussion of some conjectures posed by Samuel in [S2]. 
The case n > 1 is attacked in Section 4. Baba in [BA] uses higher 
derivations to study the class group of these surfaces. We develop an 
alternate, inductive method of studying CZ(F: Zp’ = G). Again we collect 
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0. NOTATION 
0.1. k-algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, unless stated 
otherwise. 
0.2. Ai is the afflne n-space over k. 
0.3. Surface-irreducible, reduced, two-dimensional, quasi-projective 
variety over k. 
0.4. The notation F:f(X ,,..., X,) = 0 means F = Spec. k[X ,,..., X,]/ 
(f (X, ,***, X,)); FcAk”. 
0.5. If A is a Krull ring we denote by Cl(A) the divisor class group of A. 
0.6. If F is a surface we denote by U(F) the divisor class group of the 
coordinate ring of F. 
0.7. For f(X ,,..., X,) E k[X, ,..., X,] we denote by degf, the total degree 
off, deg,,f, the degree off in Xi. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The cornerstone of this article is Samuel’s 1964 Tata notes ([Sl I). What 
follows is a brief discussion of some results from these notes. For the 
definition of Krull ring and divisor class group of a Krull ring the reader is 
refered to either Samuel’s Tata notes or Bourbaki, “Algebra Commutative,” 
Chapter VII, Section 1. The rings that are studied in this paper are coor- 
dinate rings of normal aftine surfaces (hence noetherian integrally closed 
domains) and are thus Krull rings. 
NOTATION: Let A c B be rings. Let p c A and q c B be prime ideals. We 
write q/p if q A A = p and we say that 4 lies overp. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A c B be Krull rings. Suppose that either B is 
integral over A or that B is a jlat A algebra. Then there is a well defined 
group homomorphism (D: Cl(A) -+ Cl(B) (see [Sl, pp. 19-201). 
Remark 1.2. The homomorphism of Theorem 1.1 is defined in the 
following manner. 
If q and p are height one primes of B and A with q/p we let e(q: p) denote 
the ramific&ion index of q over p. Then for each height one prime i of A we 
define p(p) = CPIP e(q,p) q, the-sum taken over all height one primes in B 
lying oveip. The iurn isalways finite since B is a Krull ring. We then extend 
cp by lineaity. 
Let B be a Krull ring of characteristic p > 0. Let A be a derivation of 
qt(B) such that A(B) c B. Let K = ker(A) and A = B f7 K. Then A is a Krull 
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ring with B integral over A. Thus we have a map p: C&A) + Cl(B). Set 
49 = {t-i At ] t E qt(B) and t-’ At E B}. 9 is an additive subgroup of B 
called the group of logarithmic derivatives of A. Set 9’ = {u-’ Au 1 is a unit 
in B}. Then .P’ is a subgroup of P. 
THEOREM 1.3. (a) There exists a canonical monomorphism 
qi: ker cp --+ 9/P’. 
(b) If [qtB: K] =p and A(B) is not contained in any height one prime 
of B, then rp is an isomorphism ([S 1, p. 621). 
THEOREM 1.4. If [qtB: K] =p, then there exists a E A such that 
Ap = ad, (b) an element E B is in Y ifand only ifAP-‘(t) -at = -tp ([Sl, 
pp. 63-641). 
Remark 1.5. We take a moment to describe the monomorphism 
rp: ker cp -+ 9/P’. Let /I E ker rp c Cl(A). Then o@) = tB for some t E qt(B). 
The map @ takes /? to At/t. 
To see that At/t is in B, we write p as a linear combination of height one 
primes of A, j3 = n,q, + ..a + nrq,, where the qi are height one primes of A 
and the n, are integers. For each i, there is a unique height one prime Qi in B 
lying over qi. By definition &3) = n i e, Q, + .. . + n,e,Q,, where ei denotes 
the ramification index of Q,. &I) = tB implies that B: Q;lel .. . Qzpr= B: tB. 
Thus for each height one prime Q of B the ramification inex of Q divides 
v,(t), where uc is the valuation corresponding to Q. It follows that there 
exists an a E K such that uc(f) = vc(a), i.e., t = au, where u is a unit in B. 
Thus At/t = da/a + Au/u = Au/u. Since A(B,) c B,, we conclude that 
At/t E B, for each height one prime Q of B. Since B is a Krull ring we have 
that A(t)/t E B (see [FO, p. 81). 
2. PROPERTIES OF CI(I;) AND GANONG'S FORMULA 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Our attention 
throughout his paper will be given to normal surfaces F c Ai defined by an 
equation of the form Z* = G(X, Y), where G(X, Y) E k[X, Y] \k[Xp, Y”]. 
By the Jacobian criterion F is normal if and only if G satisfies the 
condition that 
no common factors. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G E k[X, Y] satisfy condition (*). Let F c Ai be the 
surface defined by the equation Z* = G. Then the coordinate ring of F is 
isomorphic to A = k[X*, Yp, G] 
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The isomorphism of (2.1) consists of raising everything to the pth power. 
This is not a k-isomorphism, however. 
Let D: k(X, Y) -+ k(X, Y) be the k-derivation defined by 
D is called the Jacobian derivation of G. 
LEMMA 2.2. With D as above and A as in (2.1) we have that 
D-‘(O)nk[X, Y] =A. 
ProoJ: Let B = D-‘(O) n k[X, Y]. Then k[Xp, Yp] c A c B c k[X, Y]. 
Thus B is integral over A. Since G @ k[XP, Y”] either DX # 0 or DY # 0. 
Therefore k(XP, Yp) f qt(A) c qt(B) f k(X, Y). We conclude that 
qt(A) = qt(B). Since A is integrally closed (condition (*)) we have that 
A =B. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let D and A be as in (2.2). Let 9 be the group of 
logarithmic derivatives of D, Y = {f -‘Of Ijk(X, Y) and f -‘Djk[X, Y]}. 
Then C[(A ) z 9. 
Proof DX = aG/aY and DY = -aG/aY and DY = -8G/aX. Since 
BG/BX and aG/aY are relatively prime, the image of D is not contained in 
any height one prime of k[X, Y]. By (1.3) and (2.2), C/(A) z p/p’, where 
ip’ = (u-‘Du 1 u is a unit in k[X, Y]}. Since the set of units of k[X, Y] is k 
we have that 9 = 0. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let D, A, and 5? be as in (2.3). If an element t E k[X, Y] is 
in 9 then deg t < deg G - 2. 
Proof: Suppose t E 9. Then t E k[X, Y] and there exists f E k(X, Y) 
such that f -‘Of = t. There exists h, g E k[X, Y] such that f = h/gP. Thus 
h -‘Dh = t. We have that 
Dh=akE ah aG 
ax ay ay ax 
is of degree at most deg h + deg G - 2. This shows that deg t < deg G - 2. 
Remark 2.5. By bounding the degree of any logarithmic derivative we 
obtain a method for computing the divisor class group of any normal surface 
of the form Zp = G over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. 
We write t as a polynomial in X and Y of degree equal to deg G - 2 with 
undetermined coefficients. We then substitute t into our differential equation 
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(1.4b) and compare coeflicients. We then see that the coefftcients of t must 
satisfy a certain system of equations. The number of solutions to this system 
will be the order of the class group. Since 9 c k[X, Y] each element in the 
class group will have p-torsion. For more details see the examples in 
Sections 3 and 4. For a proof that this is always a decidable process 
see [L2]. 
We will show shortly that these class groups are always of finite order. 
First we will prove a formula inspired by Ganong ([Gl, G2]) which will be 
useful in studying differential equation (1.4b). 
In attempting to understand the class groups of these surfaces it would 
seem that a formula for a in (1.4a) might be of value. Ganong conjectured 
that a formula for a is given by 
P--l a Z(P- I) 
a = x G’V(GPP”+I’), where V = 
i=O 
ap- layp- 1 ’ 
While trying to prove this formula for u, I discovered the following formula 
which will streamline many calculations. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let GE k[X, Y] satisfy condition (*) and D be the 
Jacobian derivation of G. Then Va E W, y>, DPp’a-aa= 
- Cj’-; G’V(GP-“+“a). 
Note that Ganong’s formula for a is obtained from (2.6) by making the 
substitution a = 1. 
Before we prove (2.6) we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let D be as in (2.6) and E be the derivation on 
k(X y> defined by E = (ip,)(a/ax). Then V a E k(X, Y), 
EP-‘(Dppla - aa) = V(a). 
Proof: By (1.4a), a E A (i.e. Da = 0). Given a E k(X, Y), we have that 
D(D”-‘a - aa) = Dpa - aDa = 0. Thus 
2.7.1. Dp-‘a - aa E qt(A), Va E k(X, Y). 
In the proof of (2.4) we saw that for t E k[Xi Y], deg(Dt) < deg t + 
deg G - 2. It follows that deg(a) < (p - l)(deg G - 2). Therefore, 
2.7.2. deg(D”-‘t - at) Q deg t + (p - l)(deg G - 2), VtE k[X, Y]. 
Let h E A. Then there exists unique pi E k[X, Y] such that h = CPzd &‘G’. 
Then E(h) = xp;d i&G’-‘. In particular we see that E(h) E A and 
deg E(h) < deg h - deg G. Combining this statement with (2.7.) we have that 
for each t E k[X, Y] 
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2.7.3. either (1) EP~l(Dp-‘t-ut)=O 
or (2) deg Ep-‘(DP~‘f -at) < deg t - 2(p - 1). 
Any differential operator on k(X, Y) can be written uniquely as a linear 
combination of the operators a”j/&%? aY’, 0 < i, j <p - 1, with coefficients 
in k(X, Y) (see [JA, p. 1871). 
Thus here exists unique b, E k(X, Y) such that 
2.7.4. EP-‘(Dp-‘a - aa) = 1 b,, ,i+w va 
11 axiayj' * 
o<i,j<p- I 
We now show that each b, = 0 for 0 < i + j< 2p - 3. By (2.7.3) 
EP-‘(LIP-‘(l) -a) = 0. If we substitute a = 1 into the right side of (2.7.4) 
we see that boo = 0. We proceed now by induction on i + j. Suppose that 
b,= 0 for all i,j such that i + j < n, where n < 2p - 3. Let 0 Q i,, 
j, < 2p - 3 with i, + j, = n. Substituting a = XioYjO into (2.7.4) we obtain 
i, ! j, ! bid0 on the right-hand side and 0 on the left by (2.7.3). Therefore 
bid0 = 0. We conclude that each b, = 0 for i + j < 2p - 3, which shows that 
2.7.5. EP-‘(DP-‘a - aa) = b,,- ,)cp- l,V(a), t/a E k(X, Y). 
That bcp-,)(p-,) = 1 is not difficult to see. The reasoning goes like this. We 
have the following facts. 
2.7.6. The highest order differential form of the operator D’ is 
-0 
CT r ar-i aiG ar 
i (-i)i-y 
ayr-* ax, axr-iayi ' for 0 <r <p. 
i=O 
2.7.7. The highest order differential form of the operator ESDP-’ is 
p-1 ap-(it “G &"G 
v 
(ypts-I 
es ayp-(itl) jjjjTTaXpts(itl) ayi' o<s<p- 1. 
The proof of (2.7.6) is by simple induction on r. The proof of (2.7.7) uses 
(2.7.6) with r =p - 1 and simple induction on s. 
If we substitute s =p - 1 into (2.7.7) we obtain that the form of degree 
2(p - 1) in EP-‘Dp-’ is ~3 *@-‘)/cX~-~ aYp-’ = V. Since the differential 
operator a + EP- ‘(aa) is of order at most (p - l), we conclude the 
differential form of order 2(p - 1) in the operator a -+ EP-‘(Dp-‘a - aa) is 
V, I.e., b,- I)l(p- ,) = 1. 
Proof of (2.6). Let a E k(X, Y) and j be a positive integer withj Qp - 1. 
BY (2.7.1) there exists unique ai E k(X, y) such that 
DP-‘a - aa = CT:; a:G’. On the one hand, we know from (2.7) that 
EP-‘(DP-‘(@a) - aG’a) = V(@a). On the other hand, we see directly that 
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EP-‘(DP-‘(@a) - aG’a) = EP-‘(Gj(Dp-la - aa)) = -app - (j + 1). We 
conclude that Dp-‘a - aa = - xp:d GiV(GP-“+ ‘)a). Q.E.D. 
Hereafter we will refer to the formula in (2.6) as Ganong’s formula. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let G E k[X, Y] be of degree g and Z= {t E 
k[X, Y] 1 V(G’-‘t) = tP}. Then Z is aJnitep-group of type (p,...,p) of order 
p”, where M < g( g - 1)/2. 
Proof: Given t E k(X, Y), we have that deg{V(GP-it)} < 
(p - l)(g- 2) + deg t. It follows that if t ER, then pdeg t < 
(p - l)(g - 2) + deg t and hence deg t < g - 2. Thus t = Cl+jzn-2 aijXiYj 
for some aij E k. Substituting t into the equation 
2.8.1. V(GP- ‘t) = tP 
we obtain on the left side of this equation of a polynomial in X and Y whose 
coefficients are linear expressions in the oij with coefftcients in k. Comparing 
the coefficients of XrpYsp on both sides of (2.8.1) we see that for each pair of 
non-negative integers (r, s) with r + s Q g - 2, ars must satisfy an equation of 
the form 
2.82. L,, = aFS, 
where L,, is a linear expression in the ai1 with coefficients in k. 
There are a total of g( g - 1)/2 such equations. 
Note that the ring R = k[ . . . . rs ,... ] with the relations L,, = a:: is a finite 
dimensional k-vector space spanned by all monomials in the a,, of degree 
less than or equal to (p - 1) (g( g - 1)/2. Thus R is Artinian and has a finite 
number of maximal ideals (see [A-M, p. 891). 
Therefore the g( g - 1)/2 equations L,, = afs intersect at a finite number 
of points. Note that there are no solutions to these equations at infinity. By 
Bezout’s theorem this number is at most pg@‘)” (see [G-H, p. 6701). Thus 
the order of Z <pg’g-1”2. 3 is a p-group of type (p,...,p) since 
Xc k[X, Y]. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let G E k[X, Y] satisfy condition (*) and F c Ai be 
the surface defined by Zp = G. Then Cl(F) is a finite p-group of type 
(p,p,...,p) of order p”, where M < g( g - 1)/2 and g = deg G. (By Cl(F) we 
mean the divisor class group of the coordinate ring of F.) 
Proof. Let D: k(X, y> -+ k(X, Y) be the Jacobian derivation of G and LP 
the corresponding roup of logarithmic derivatives of D. (2.3), Cl(F) z 9. 
By (1.4b) an element t E k[X, Y] is in LP if and only if DP-‘t - at = -tP. 
Using Ganong’s formula we see that t E k[X, Y] is in 4p if and only if 
2.9.1. V(GP-‘t) = tP and V(Qt) = 0 for j=O, l,..., p-2. 
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Thus we see that 9 CR, where R is the group defined in (2.8) and the 
proposition follows immediately. 
This lemma will be used in calculations to come. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let f E k[X, Y] be such that f -‘Of E k]X, Y]. Suppose 
that f = g’h, where g E k[X, Y] is irreducible, r is a positive integer not 
divisible by p (the characteristic of k) and h E k[X, Y] is relatively prime to 
g. Then g-‘Dg E k[X, Y]. 
Proof Let t=f-‘DJ Then ft=Df=D(g’h)=rg’-‘hGg+g’Dh. Thus 
g divides rhDg and hence g divides Dg. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Throughout this section we let k be an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic p > 0. We will calculate CI(I;) for some concrete surfaces. 
When calculating U(F) for surfaces of the form Zp = G, probably the 
most natural place to start is with the case where G is homogeneous. 
Remark 3.1. If G is homogeneous of degree n, then since k is 
algebraically closed G can be factored into a product on n linear 
homogeneous factors. We can assume that G = (X + a, Y) ... (X + a, Y) for 
some ai E k. Note that if G has a multiple factor then aG/aX and aG/aY 
have a common factor. Furthermore if p does not divide n and if the ai are 
pairwise distinct then BG/aX and aG/aY have no common factors. For by 
Euler’s formula we have that X(aG/aX) + Y(aG/BY) = nG, and a common 
factor of aG/aX and aG//aY would also be a factor, hence a multiple factor, 
of G. Thus in the case when n & 0 (modp), G satisfies (*) if and only if the 
ai are pairwise distinct. 
If p divides n, then X(aG/aX) + Y(BG/BY) = 0. In this case G satisfies (*) 
ifandonlyifn=p=2anda,#a,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G E k[k[X, Y] be homogeneous of degree n and 
satisfy condition (*). Then ClF is a direct sum of (n - 1) copies of ZlpZ. 
Proof. From the above remark we can ssume that 
G = (X + a, Y) ... (X + a, Y), where ai are distinct. Let D be the Jacobian 
derivation of G and 9 the corresponding group of logarithmic derivatives of 
D. Let t E 9. By Ganong’s formula we have that 
3.2.1. V(GP-‘It) = tP. 
Let t, of degree s and t, of degree m be the forms of t of lowest and highest 
degree, respectively. Comparing the lowest and highest degree forms on both 
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sides of the equality in (3.2.1) we have that ps > (p - 1) n + s - 2(p - 1) 
andpm<(p- l)n+m-2(p- 1). 
Thus we obtain s > n - 2 > m, which shows that s = m = n - 2. Therefore 
t is homogeneous of degree n - 2. 
Duplicating the argument used in the proof of (2.8) we see that the order 
of U(F) is at most p”-‘. 
For each i = l,..., n, let ti = D(X + ai Y)/(X + a,. Y). We will demonstrate 
that the order of CZ(F) is p”-’ by showing that t, ,..., t,-, are in 9 and 
linearly independent over Z/pZ. By (2.10) each ti E 9. Suppose that 
d,t, + *** + d,-, t,-, = 0 with d ,,..., d,-, E Z/pi2 not all zero, then 
CJ’:/ djD(X + aj Y)/(X + aj I’) = 0. After clearing denominators and 
replacing D(X) by aG/aY and D(Y) by - BG/aX we obtain 




Note that for each j, the degree of (X + a, Y) . . . (X + ajp, Y)(X + a,j+, Y) . . . 
(X + an Y) is n - 2 and deg(aG/JX) = deg(aG/aY) = n - 1. Thus BG/aX and 
BG/BY must have a common factor, contradicting condition (*). 
Remark 3.3. Let F and G be as in (3.2). Recall (2.1) that the coordinate 
ring of F is isomorphic to k[XP, YP, G]. It follows from (1.5) that C/(A) is 
generated by the non-principal height one primes qi = (X + ai Y) k[X, Y] n A, 
i = l,..., n - 1. qi correspond to the curves z = (X + ai Y) = 0 on F. 
Another surface whose class group we will compute is given by the 
equation Zp = Xp + ’ + Yp+’ + XY. An isomorphic form of this surface for 
p > 2 was first studied by Zariski in his paper on Castelnuovo’s criterion of 
rationality ([ZA]). The surface considered is defined by the equation 
34 ZP=Xp+‘+Yp+‘+f(X2-Y2). . . 
To see that these two surfaces are isomorphic we replace X with X t Y and 
Y with X - Y in the equation Zp = Xp+’ + Yptl + XY from which we obtain 
the isomorphic surface 
3 5 . . zp= 2xPf’ + 2Yp+’ + (Y’-X2) 
If in (3.5) we replace Z by 22 and reverse the roles of X and Y we obtain 
(3.4). 
Zariski used this surface (3.4) to show that the separability condition in 
Castelnuovo’s theorem on the rationality of plane involution is essential. 
Because the computations involved in determining the class group of this 
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surface are lengthy and not very illuminating, I will only outline the steps 
involved. One begins by proving the next two lemmas 
LEMMA 3.6. Let G = aX + bY + cXY, where a, 6, c E k[XP, Yp). Let D 
be the Jacobian derivation of G. Then for each r = 1, 2,...,p - 1, 
and 
D”-‘(X’) = ((cX)’ - (-b)‘) cp-‘-’ 
Dp-‘(Y’) = ((cY)‘- (-a)r) cpmr-‘. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let U and V be p th powers of distinct linear homogeneous 
polynomials, G = XU + YV + XY, D the Jacobian derivation of G and 5C the 
group of logarithmic derivatives of D. Then if t E _4”, (a’/aX aY)(t) = 0. 
From these two lemmas we obtain Proposition (3.8) and the desired 
calculation (3.9). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G be as in (3.7). Then the surface F: Zp = G has 
divisor class group of order p”, where 0 < M < 2p - 1. 
Proof. By (3.7), if a polynomial t E 9 then t has the form 
P--l 
3.8.1. t = ‘V ai,Xi + aoiYi + a,,. 
,r, 
By (3.6), Dp-‘(Xi) - aXi = -(-V)i and Dp-‘(Y’) - aY’ = -(-U’) for 
i=O, 1 ,..., p - 1, where a is such that Dp = aD. 
Applying (1.4b) to t, we see that 
P--l P--l 
3.8.2. aoO + x ai,,( + aoi(-U)’ = a& + x (ayOXiP + a$ Yip). 
i=l i=l 
A comparison of homogeneous forms of the same degree in (3.8.2) yields 
3.8.3. aoo = agO and a,, Vi + a,, U’ = (-l)‘(a$XiP + aii Yip), 
i= 1 ,...,p - 1. 
By hypothesis, U = aXp + bYP and V = cXp + dYP for some a, 6, c, d E k. 
Thus (3.8.3) is equivalent to 
3.8.4. a,, = a&, aiOci + aOiai = (-l)‘a&, 
a,,d’ + a,ib’ = (-1)’ a&, 
a. &jdj + aoiai-jbj = 0, 
10 for i = 1, 2,..., p-l and O<j<i-1. 
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Clearly this system of equations (3.8.4) has at most Pan-’ solutions. 
Therefore the order of ip and hence Cl(F) <Pan-‘. Q.E.D. 
We return to our original project, the determination of 
Cl(F: zp c/y+ + yp+1 + XY). Then in the notation of Proposition (3.8) 
we have that a = 1, b = 0, c = 0, d = 1. System (3.8.4) becomes 
a 00 =afw, ai, = (-l)i a$, aOi = (-l)i aC, i= 1,2 )...) p- 1. 
This system has exactly p2p-’ solutions, 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The divisor class group of the surface 
Zp = Xpt ’ + Ypt 1 + XY is a direct sum of 2p - 1 copies of Z/pZ. 
Remark 3.10. With the same ease we can calculate the class group of the 
surface Zp = XYp + YXp + XY. Again this group will be of order Pact’. 
We come to the last example of this section. Let f (Y”) and g(Yp) E k[ Yp] 
be relatively prime and assume that f has r distinct roots. Miyanishi and 
Russell in a recent article ([M-R]) show that the divisor class group of the 
surface Zp = Xf (Y”) + Yg(Y”) has orderp’. 
We modify this example a bit and calculate the class group of the surface 
zp =Xf (Y) + Yg(Y), where we assume that f(Y) and 
Xf ‘(Y) + Yg’(y) + g(Y) are relatively prime. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let f(Y), g(Y) E HYI and G = Xf (Y) + Yg(Y). 
Assume that BG/aX and BG/aY are relatively prime and that f has r distinct 
roots. Then the surface Zp = G has class group of orderp’. 
Proof. Let D be the Jacobian derivation of G, 9 the corresponding 
group of logarithmic derivatives, and 6,) 8, ,..., 8, the roots ofJ: Let t E p. If 
h E k[X, Y], then deg,(Dh) < deg,(h). It follows that deg, t = 0, that is, 
tE k[Y]. 
Let A be the k-derivation defined by A = t-ID. Let Y, = A(Y), and 
Yi=A(Yi-,)-(i- l)Yi_, for i= l,..., p- 1. Then each Y,Ek(Y). From 
[Sl, Proposition 3.21, D(Yj)/Yj = t for some j= 1, 2,...,p - 1. After 
multiplying Yi by a suitable pth power we can assume that Yi E k[ Y]. Let 
Yj = a,(Y - a,)‘I ... (Y - an)sn be a factorization of Yj into linear factors. 
Dividing Yj by a pth power yields an element that still gives t a logarithmic 
derivative. Thus we may assume that 1 < si <p - 1 for each si above. We 
then have by (2.10) that D(Y - a,)/( Y - ai) E 9 for each i = 1, 2,..., n. But 
for each i, D(Y - aj) = -f(Y). Thus ai E (0, ,..., 19,} for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
We conclude that t = Cy=i s,[D(Y- a,)/(Y- ai)] and thus the 
logarithmic derivatives (D(Y - al)/Y - a,,..., D(Y - ar)/Y - a,.} span 9. 
These polynomials are easily seen to be independent. Thus 9 has orderp’. 
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Remark 3.12. We can use this proposition to obtain many examples of 
smooth, rational surfaces with class groups of arbitrarily large order. For 
instance, if f(Y) E k[ Y] h as r distinct roots and g(Y) E Yk[ Y] is such that 
g’(Y) and f(Y) have no common roots then the surface 2” = Xf(Y) + g(Y) 
is a smooth rational surface with class group of orderp’. 
This provides an answer to a question posed by Samuel [S2, p. 881). 
Samuel asks, “If A is an integral domain of characteristic p > 0, D a 
derivation of A, then must t be the logarithmic of a unit in A?” Clearly the 
answer is no. For if we choose f(Y) and g(Y) so that k[Xp, Yp, Xf( Y) + 
Yg(Y)] is regular and not factorial, then the derivation 
on k[X, Y], where G=Xf(Y) + Yg(Y), is such that D(k[X, Y]) k[X, YJ = 
k[X, Y] but ip # 0. Thus there exists a logarithmic derivative in the ideal 
generated by D(k[X, Y]) that is not a logarithmic derivative of a unit. 
Other counterexamples have been found by Yuan ([YU, p. 501) and Singh 
[SI, p. 1591). 
Samuel’s question for the case where A is a local ring has to my 
knowledge remained open. That is, 
3.13. If A is a local domain of characteristic p > 0, D a derivation of A, 
and t a logarithmic derivative belonging to the ideal D(A).A in A, then must 
t be the logarithmic derivative of a unit in A? Some special cases of (3.13) 
have been verified by Hallier ([Hl 1) and Samuel ([S2, p. 881). But we will 
now show that in general (3.13) is not true. 
3.14. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Let A = k[X, Yl, D the k- 
derivation of A defined by DX = X and DY = XY. Then DY/Y = X E D(A). 
But X is not the logarithmic derivative of a unit in A. For suppose that U is 
a unit in A with U-‘DU = X. We can assume that U is a power series of the 
form U = 1 + Ci+j>o aijXiYj, where each aij E k. Since DU = XU we obtain 
3.14.1. \I‘ 
i+ZO 
aij iX’Yj + jX i+lyj=x+ \’ ai,iXi+‘yi. 
i+XO 
This implies that 
3.14.2. C iaijXiYj=X+ F‘ (1 -j)aijXi+'Yi. 
i+j>O i+XO 
Comparing coefficients we have that 
3.13.3. a,o= 1 and (i+ l)a,i+,,j=(l -j)a, for i+j>O 
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In particular we see that 
3.14.4. (i + 1) a,,, i)O = ai0 for i > 0. 
Inductively we obtain ai,, = (i + l)! CQ+ ,),,. Thus a,, =p! czDO = 0, 
contradicting (13.4.3). 
4. THE SURFACE Zp” = G(X, Y) 
In this section we study the divisor class group of surfaces of the form 
Zp” = G(X, Y). Studies of this type, using higher order derivations, have been 
conducted by Baba ([BA]). We describe another, sort of inductive procedure 
of obtaining information about C1(F: Zp” = G). 
Throughout this section k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0, G E k[X, Y] satisfies condition (*), and for each positive integer IZ, we 
let F, c Ai be the surface defined by the equation Zp” = G. By the Jacobian 
criterion F,, is a normal surface for each n. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each n, the coordinate ring of F, is isomorphic to 
A, = k[XP”, Yp”, G]. 
Proof. Just raise each element of the coordinate ring of F, to the p”th 
power. 
For each positive integer II, let B, = k[,““, Yp”“, GP]. B, is clearly 
isomorphic to A,, and B, cA,+, CA,,. Also A, is an integral over A,,+,, 
A “+i is integral over B,, and [qt(A,): qt(A,,+ ,)] = [qt(A.+,): qt(B,)] =p. By 
(1.1) there exists group homomorphisms 8, : CI(B,) + CI(A,+ i) and 
p,, : CI(A, + i) -+ CI(AJ. We use derivations to study 8, and v,, . We start with 
8 
“Let E, be the restriction of the derivation (l/G,)(a/X) on k(X, Y) to 
A ntl' 
LEMMA 4.2. E, maps A,, , and has kernel B,. 
ProoJ Let a E A,+l. Then a = Cf:j biGi for unique pi E B,. We have 
that E,(a) = CP:: ipiG’-‘. Thus E,(a) E A+ i and E,,(a) = 0 if and only if 
/31=-.-=~pp_l=0,thatis,ifandonlyifaEB,. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For each positive integer n, Cl(F,) injects into 
CV” + 1). 
Proof With E,:Ant,+A”+, as above, let GLcA.,., be the group of 
logarithmic derivative2 of units of A,, i . The units of A,, 1 are exactly the 
elements of k. Thus PA = 0. 
By (1.3), ker(8,) sz 2n. 
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Let aEA,+,. One sees easily that deg(E,(a)) < deg a 7 deg G. It follows 
that if E,(a)/aEA.+,, then E,(a) = 0. Therefore Pa = 0 and hence 
ker(8,) = 0. I 
To gain some understanding of q,, : C&4,, + ,) + C&4,) we define a 
derivation D, : A,, + A,. Given a E A,, there exists unique a, E klX, Y) such 
that a = CFl, ’ af”“. 
Define D,(a) = Cf’li’ (Dai)p” G’, where D = (c~G/c?X)(~/C~Y) - (aG/aY) 
(a/8X) is the Jacobian derivation of G. Of course we must show that D, is 
indeed a derivation. 
LEMMA 4.4. D,, as defined above, is a derivation. 
Proof: Clearly D, is additive. We show that the multiplicative property 
holds. That is, D,(m) = uD,(v) + vD,(u) for U, v E A,. 
We have that u = Cfz,’ aP”G’ and v = Cpl;’ &‘“Gi for unique ai,pi 
k[X, Y]. We proceed by induction on the number of nonzero coefficients 
appearing in u plus the number of nonzero coefftcients appearing in v. 
Suppose this sum is two. Then u = a”“G’ and v =/Jp”Gi for some 
a, /3 E k[X, Y] and nonnegative integers i and j. 
Then D,(m) = D,((a/?)“” Giti) = (D(a/?))“” Git i = (aDj3 + jlDa)P” G” i = 
aPnGiD,@lPn@) + /3P”G’D,(aP”Gi) = uD,(v) + vD,(u). 
Now assume that the total number of nonzero coeffmients appearing in u 
and v is greater than two. Say v has more that two. Let 0 <j, <p” be the 
highest power of G with nonzero coefficient in v. Let this coefficient by ypt’. 
Then D,(w) = D,(u(v - yp”G’o)) + D,,(u~“@o), which by the inductive 
hypothesis, equals uD,(v - y”“c’o)) - D,(uyp”@o) + uD,(yPn@u) + 
yPnCioD,(u) = uD,(v) + vD,(u). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let D, : A,, + A, be the derivation described above. 
(9 AntI = ker(D,). 
(ii) Let 9” be the logarithmic derivatives of D,. Then ker (P” is 
isomorphic to pn. 
(iii) Let a E A, be such that Dp = aD. Then D”, = ap”D,,. 
Proof (i) Obviously A,,+ 1 c ker(D,). If a = C~~‘II,’ a$‘“G’ E ker(D,) 
then Dai=O for each i. Thus eachaiEA, and aEA,+,. 
(ii) Let 9; c 9” be the subgroup of 9” of logarithmic units of D,. 
Since the units of A,, are precisely the elements of k, we have that P,!, = 0. 
By (1.3) ker (o, z gn. 
(iii) By (1.4) there exists a,, E A,, , such that D”, = anDn. Assume 
that DX # 0. Then DP,(Xp”) = (Dp(X))p” = (aDX)P” = aP”D(XP”). Therefore 
a, = apn. 
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PROPOSITION4.6. Let t=a$+af”G+... +a~~-,Gp”-‘EA,. Then 
t E 9, if and only 
(1) V(Giaj)=Ofor i=O, l,...,p- 1, O<j<p”- 1 andj#O(modp), 
and 
(2) V(G’a,) =a$+(,-(i+,,,p,-,jbr e =0, l,..., p”-’ - 1. 
ProoJ Using the above notation and (1.4) we have that t E 9” if and 
only if Dp- ‘(t) - aP”t = -tP. Thus 
P”-1 p”-I 
4.6.1. t E Fn if and only if s (DP-‘aj - aaj)P” ci = z] aT”+‘Gjp. 
j=O j=O 
Comparing coefficients in (4.6.1) we obtain 
4.6.2. t E iL”, if and only if 
(1) Dp-‘aj-aaj=O forj#O (modp), O<j<p”l, and 
(2) CIAO”-’ (DP-‘aep - aaep)P” GeP = - Cfl,’ af”““‘. 
Taking pth roots we see that (2) of (4.6.2) becomes 
ptn-I)- * P”- I 
4.6.3. ezo (DP-‘aep - aa,p)P’“m” G” = - r a;““. 
ZO 
Comparing both sides of (4.6.3) we have that (2) is equivalent to 
P,“Fl, 
4.6.4. Dp-‘a,p - aa, = 2 a$+,,(n - 1) G’ for O<e<p(“~“~‘. 
i=O 
If we apply Ganong’s formula to the left side of (1) of (4.6.2) and to the left 
side of (4.6.4) and compare coefficients of G’ we obtain the desired result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let t = a:” + aT”G + ... + a$-, GP”-’ E A,. Assume that 
t E 4p. Then each aj is determined by a, for j = 0, l,..., p” - 1. 
Proof We proceed by reverse induction on v(j), where v(j) = the highest 
power of p that divides j. 
Note that if v(j) > n then j = 0. Assume then that v(j) = m < n. We can 
write j= e + (p - (i + 1))~“~’ for unique e = 0, l,...,p(“-I) - 1 and 
i=O, 1 ,,.., p - 1. Since v(j) = m we have e = sp” for some s = 0, l,..., p - 1. 
BY (4.6)3 aZ+(p-(i+ l)jp (n - 1) = V(G’a,,) = V(Giasp,,,,+,,). By the induction 
hypothesis aSp(m + 1) is determined by a,; hence so is aj. 
THEOREM 4.8. For each n, ker cp, is a p-group of type (p,...,p) of order 
pf, where f < deg G(deg G - 1)/2. 
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ProoJ: By (4.5)(ii), ker (Do z S$. Thus ker q,, is a p-group of type 
(p,...,p). From (4.6) and (4.7) the order of yn is less than or equal to the 
order of the additive group ,X= (01~ E k[X, Y] ) V(GP- ‘a,) = ai. By (2.8) 
the order of LP is ph, where h < deg G(deg G - 1)/2. 
THEOREM 4.9. For each n, CZ(F,) is a finite p-group of type (pil....,pir), 
where each ii < n. The order of Cl(F,) =p’, where f < n deg G(deg G - 1)/2. 
ProoJ (By induction on.) For n = 1, use (2.9). For each n > 1, we have 
the exact sequence 
4.9.1. 0 - ker p,, - C&F, + 1) -% CI(F,). 
Now just the induction hypothesis and (4.8). 
Remark 4.10. Using the mappings 0, and lo, we obtain an inductive 
procedure for studying Cl(F,). For we have the following diagram for 
each n. 
4.11. CZ(B,)~CZ(A,,+,)“1-1 C4-4 n ) 
D,:A,,+A,, 
ker@J 2 %, = if -‘D,f If E d.A.hf -‘D,fEA,J 
We finish this chapter by demonstrating, with some examples, how this 
procedure is conducted. 
Example 1 
A natural question at this point is: “If F, : Zp” = G(X, Y) has trivial class 
group than does F,, , : Zpnt’ = G(X, Y) have trivial class group also?” 
By (4.3) we have that Cf(F,) = 0 for each m < n, but what if m > n? The 
answer to this question is no. We consider the surface 
F,: Z*” = (XY + 1)’ + Y3 over an algebraically closed field k of charac- 
teristic two. In a recent article of mine (Ll ), I showed that the surface 
F, : Z2 = X(XY + 1)2 + Y3 has a regular, factorial, non-rational coordinate 
ring. Thus demonstrating that the separability condition in Russel’s “Affine 
theorem of Castelnuovo” is essential (see [R2, p. 21). We will now show that 
CZ(F,) = L/2Z. 
4.12. Let G = X(XY + 1)’ + Y3, A, = k[X*, Y*, G], A, = k[X4, Y4, G] 
and 9 be as described in (4.5). By (4.5), CZ(F,) x g. 
Let t=ai+a:GEA,. tEP, if and only if 
4.12.1. (1) V(Ga,) = V(a,) =O, and 
(2) V(Ga,) = ai, V(a,) = a:. 
From (2.9), deg a,, < 3. 
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We write a, = (a,, + u,,X2 + a,, Y') + (alo + a3,X2 + a,, Y2)X t (a,, + 
u2,X2 + a,, Y’) Y + u,,XY, where each uij E k. 
Substituting a,, into (2) of (4.12.1) we obtain 
4.12.2. (u,,+u,,Y+u3,X2+u,,Y2)Y2 
t (a,, + u,,X+ u2,X2 + a03 Y2)(XY t 1)’ 
t a,,(X(XYt 1)’ t Y3> 
= uio + afoX + u& Y2 + u;ox4 + uf,X2Y2 + ui2 Y4 
t u&J? + u:,X4Y2 + uf2X2Y4 + ui3 Y6 and a,, = a:. 
Comparing coefficients in the first equation of (4.12.2) we obtain 
4.12.3. u2,, = uo2 = u30 = aI2 = uo3 = 0, a,, = a;,,, 2 a,, =~lo=~Io, 
U 
2 
10 = a01 7 U 
2 
01 =u11, U 21=& 
This system has two solutions, the zero solution and a,, = a,, = a,, = 
U 21 - - 1, all other uij = 0. Thus there is only one nonzero possibility for a,. 
This is 
4.12.4. a,,= 1 tXt Y+XYtX’Y. 
From (2) of (4.12.1) we see that when a0 = 0, so is aI, and when a0 # 0, 
a, = 1. Note that both a, =0 and a, = 1 satisfies (1) of (4.12.1). We 
conclude that P1 has order 2 generated by t = (1 t X + Y t 
XY+X2Y)’ +G. 
The same type of computation yields the following result (see [L2, 
Chapter 91 for more details). 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let k be an ulgebruicully closed field of churuc- 
teristicp>2, G=X(XY+1)P+YP+‘,undF2cA(~bedefinedbyZp=G. 
If p = 3, then Cl(F, =: Z/pZ. If p > 3, then Cl(F,) = 0. 
Example 2 
In Section 3 we calculated the divisor class group of the surface Zp = G, 
where G is a product of distinct linear factors. In the next proposition we 
calculate the divisor class group of the surface Zp” = G with the same 
assumption on G. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let k be an algebraically closed field of churuc- 
teristic p > 0. Let G(X t a, Y) e.. (X + a,, Y), where the ai E k are puirwise 
distinct. Assume that G satisfies condition (*). Then Cl(F,,,: Zpm = G) is a 
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direct sum of (n - 1) copies of Z/p”L, generated by the curues 
Z=X+aiY=Ofor i= l,...,n- 1. 
Proof. The case m = 1 is covered by (3.2) and (3.3). We proceed now by 
induction on m. Assume that the proposition holds for integers less than 
(m + 1). 
Let D,: A,,, -+ A,,, be the derivation described in (4.4) and ym c A, the 
group of logarithmic derivatives of D,. 
By (3.2.2) the elements {D(X + ai Y)/(X + ai Y) 1 1 < i < n) are a basis for 
x over L/pL. It then follows that the elements {D,(X + ai Y)““/ 
(X + ai Y)p” 1 1 < i ( n} belong to i/:, and are independent over Z/pZ. Thus 
the order of 5$, >p”-‘. 
We have by (4.7) that the order of iv, < the order of ,T= {a E k[X, Y] 1 
V(Gpp’a) = ap. We will show that .P has order a”- ‘. Let h E 3’. 
Let h, of degree d, and h, of degree d, be the forms of h of lowest and 
highest degrees, respectively. Then deg V(GPP’h) > deg V(GpP’h,,) = 
(P - l)(n - 2) + d, and deg V(GP-‘h) ,< deg V(GPP’h,) < (p - I)(n - 2) 
+ d,. Comparing forms of lowest and highest degrees in the equation 
V(GPP’h) = hP we have that (p- l)(n -2) + d,<pd, and pd, < 
(p - l)(n - 2) + d,. Hence n -2 <d,<d, <n- 2. Therefore h is 
homogeneous of degree n - 2. We have that h = CS-0 ajXiY’“- 2p,i), for 
aj E k. Comparing coefftcients of both sides of V(Gp-‘h) = hp we observe 
that each aj satisfies an equation of the form li = a,$‘, where ri is a linear 
expression in the a, with coefficients in k. Repeating the argument involving 
Bezout’s theorem used in (2.8) we conclude that there are at most p”-’ 
possibilities for h. Thus Pm and hence 
4.14.1. The kernel of rp, : CI(A,+ ,) + Cl(A,) has order p”- ‘. 
Let B, and 8, : Ci(B,) + CI(A,+ i) be the injection described in (4.2). Let 
pi, i = l,..., n - 1, be the height one primes of A,,, generated by (X + ai Y)p”’ 
and G. Let qi=pinA,+, and pi = qi n B, for each i. 
By the induction hypothesis the pi (respectively pi) are of order pm and 
generate Cf(A,) (respectively CZ(B,)). 
Note that for i = 1, 2,..., n - 1, G E qi and has value 1 in the valuation on 
A,,, defined by pi. Thus 
4.14.2. The ramification index of pi over qi is 1. It follows that the 
ramification index of qi over pi is p because the ramification index of pi over 
pi is obviouslyp. 
From (4.14.2) we draw two conclusions. (1) rp, is a surjection with kernel 
containing the elements p”‘q, ,..., pmq+, . (2)p”‘q, ,..., p”q,- , are linearly 
independent over Z/pZ since 8, is an injection and the elements pm- l-p, ,..., 
P m-‘-pnp, of Cl(B,) are linearly independent over H/pZ. 
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Since ker q,,, has order p”-’ we see that pmq,,...,pmq,-, are a basis for 
ker rp,. It then follows that C&4,+ ,) is a direct sum of n - 1 copies of 
z/pm+ ’ Z generated by q,, q2 ,..., qn-, , where the qi are of order pm+‘. 
Clearly qi corresponds to the curve Z = X + ai Y = 0 on F, + , . 
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